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C T I V E S
Juror Bias is a Special Problem in against him, what citizen could possibly
be an impartial juror in his case?
High-Profile Trials
by Valerie P. Hans
On Christmas Fve,

2003, 27-year-old
Peterson, eight
months pregnant

Iaci

with her first child,

disappeared from her
home in Modesto,
California. After returning from asolitary
fishing trip to find her gone, her hushand Scott Peterson called the police
and reported her missing. Thus began
one of the most widely reported and
discussed trials in contemporary times.
Initially, media coverage focused onl the
fruitless search for the missing woman.
But soon, puhlic attention turned to
the suspicious behavior of her husband.
A media frenzy erupted when information was revealed about a relationship
lie had recently begun with another
woman. The torso of an adult woman
anti the boly of a baby boy washed
ashore close to where Scott Peterson
had claimed to be fishing. The budics
were identified as the missing Laci
Peterson and her baby. Scott Peterson
was arrested and darged with capital
murder. But, after hearing asteatdy diet of
police reports identifing Scott Peterson
as a suspect, widely televised rumors
about his life and affairs, and nonstop
coverage of his arrest and the evidence
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Research studies testing the impact
of pretrial publicity confirm that it can
bias jurors. These studies show that those
who read or watch a lot of pretrial publicity about a case tend to prejudge the
defendant's guilt, compared to those
who have not heard or read such media
stories. Once in the courtroom, people
who've been exposed to negative pretrial
publicity are more likely to see the evidence against the defendant as stronger,
are more apt to make negative character judgments about the defendant, and
are more persuaded by antidefendant
arguments during the jury deliberation.
None of the available methods are
perfect remedies for the prohlems of
juttry bias. In high-profile trials, judges
increasingly use gag rules to prohibit
the trial participants from discussing
the case until the trial finishes. But
damage from pretrial publicity has
often already been done, and the First
Amendment protects the media's right to
publish inlbrmation about the ongoing
trial. Changingthe trial's location is rarely
employed, but it issometimes necessary
when many members of the local cominunity have prejudged the case or know
the parties. Today broad national media
coverage of crime and tile courts means
that pretrial publicity is not as localized,
so a venue change miay make little difference. Questioning prospective jurors
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during juy selection is an important
technique for identifying bias, but to be
effective, it must be thorough. IMany
jilges are reluctant to employ questionnaires, to allow attorneys to ask
questions directly to pose extensive
questions about prospective jurors'
views and attitutdes, and to let jurors
answer open-ended questions in their
own words. Yet all of these approaches
tend to improve the ability of the judges
and attorneys to identify juror bias.
Sequestering thejuiy during the entire
trial has fallen out of favor because it
causes extraordinary disruption and
stress, according to reports from
sequestered jurors. It also dramatically
reduces the representativeness of the
jury, since most people have family and
work obligations that don't permit
them to be isolated for any length of
time, Finally, the judge can instruct the
juty to avoid media coverage of the trial,
to disregard anything they've heard
outside the courtroom, and to decide
the case solely on the evidence presented during the trial. Psychologists
point out that jurors may be unaware of
their biases or unable to disentangle
media sources and trial evidence.
'Ib his credit, tile judge in tile Scott
Peterson trial used virtually all of these
methods in avigorous effort to select an
impartial jury and to encourage unbiased
decision making. The trial was moved
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single judge deciding a case. That judge
infact, juries are quite good at over- ers with "deep pockets." lit fact, veris human and, of course, has biases. A coming bias. Studies of jurors consis- dicts in civil cases are evenly split
judge acting alone, however, will often tently show that the personal between plaintiffs and defendants. Corhe unaware of his or her biases and have characteristics of the jurors-their race, porations win half the time, and doclittle chance, therefore, of overcoming age, education, socio economic charnc- tors wil nore inmllpractice suits than
them. A jury verdict will often tran- teristics, attitudes, etc.-have only a they lose. What seems to be the case is
scend biases much better than a deci- minor effect on verdicts. hIstead, studies that the less an observer knows aboIut
sion from a judge. Indeed, the strength unifornly show that the prime determi- the evidence presented at trial, the
ufa jttry comes precisely because it is a nant of jury decisions is the infornation more he will ascribe the verdict to
group of diverse people with different that is presented during the trial. Just as extraneous factors. It is a lot easier to
perspectives. ''his not only helps in it should be in a good legal system, the believe an easily accessible explanation,
overcoming prejudices but also helps evidence and the law ovenvhelmingly such as bias, than to master the eviassure that the evidence is fully evalu- produce trial outcomes. Evidence, not dence that was presented. But it is that
ated, since different Ieople imay draw bias, determines verdicts.
evidence, not bias, which is the most
different inferences from the evidence,
A more serious problem for the jury important factor in a trial's verdict.
explaining these possibilities to the other syslem than biased outcomes is that Randolph N. Jonakait (jonakait@nyls.cdn)
jurors, and thereby producing a full many people incorrectly believe that is Professor.of Law at the New York Law
evaluation of the evidence hy all. Once verdicts usually result from bias instead School. The author of The American Jury
again, a judge acting alne isless likely to of the evidence. For example, many System (Yale University Press, 2003), be
see all the implications of the evidence. believe that civil jurors are prejudiced previoitsly ser ed as a public deJfnider in
against corporations, doctors, and oth- New 1ork City.
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he had a fair jury is a question that the
appellate courts will confront as they
from Modesto to anotler city. prospec- review Peterson's appeal of his convic- Jury consultants are social science and
tive jurors completed questionnaires tion and sentence. Woul the jury have legal experts who advise attorneys in die
and answered extensive questions during reached the same decisions if the case selection of jurors. They may research
jury selection. The parties were under had not been so extensively covered in the community from which the jury is
a gag rule early on. After a dismissed juror the media? Or was Scott Peterson con- drawn, develop written tlueStionnaires
caused a media sensation by revealing demned by media publicity? Whatever for potential jurors, draft questions to
his views of the evidence, the remaining your verdict, the Petcrson trial provides ask (luring voir dire, and recommend
jurors who were disriissed were put under yet another example of the hurdles to when to use peremptory challenges.
Jury consultants have been used at least
a gag rule for the duration of the trial as fair trials in high-profile cases.
as far back as the 1960s, notably in
well. Although the jury was sequestered
;lo'ie P Hans (vhans@d.cdt) &iprofieymr
only during its deliberations, the judge in the Department of Sociology and C0*ninal famous trials of rietnam-era antiwar
continually reminded jurors to avoid Justice, University of Delaware. The author protesters. They continue to he ttsed
media coverage and to focus only on oj'tvo books and nany articles about thejumy today in high-profile cases or where a
defendant has substantial resources.
sstent, she condts research on jnty dcerion
the trial evidence.
making,
teaches
a
rotte
nfiy
n
trials,
and
Increasingly, jury experts provide
Scott Peterson's jury convicted him
lertnre"
to
judges
and
attorneys
about
bow
advice
to attorneys on other trial
and sentenced him to death. Whether
to improve tbejuy system.
elements such as case strategy, witness
preparation, and mock trials. For more
information, go to: www.chsnews.ctmu/
stories/2004/06/O2/48hours/main620
794.shtinl.
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